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+ UNITED STATES OF AMERICA :
",

. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

. Before the DirectoL _ Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
a

)

)'
.

-In the Matter of )
)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ' )
) Docket No,' 50-322

(Shoreham' Nuclear Power Station,- )
,

Unit 1)- )
). ;.

),

,.

i.. d ))._ Long Island Lighting Company's Request for an Exemption from -
.f

: the Emergency Preparedness Reau!rements of 10 C.F.R. S 50.54(a)"'

I. Introduction

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S' 50.12, Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO or the

L Company) hereby requests an' exemption from the emergency preparedness require-

ments of 10 C.F.R. S 50.54(q) for the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station (Shoreham).

LILCO is submitting this exemption request in conjunction with its application for an

amendment to its operating license, NPF-82, by which LILCO seeks to suspend the ef-

feet of conditions C.(9) through (13), relating to offsite emergency preparedness, in;

g .NPF-82. This exemption, if granted, will enat,te the NRC to approve LILCO's license

L.t amendment request and will allow the Company (1) to implement its Defueled Emer-

gency Preparedness Plan, in place of the current onsite emergency plan, and (2) to

dieband the Local Emergency Response Organization (LERO) and cease all offsite.,,
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emergency planning and preparedness activities for Shoreham,

c Two overriding considerations justify the exemption. First, under the Settle-

h ment Agreement' between itself and New York State, LILCO is contractually prohibit-

ed from ever operating Shoreham. Under the Settlement Agreement, LILCO.~will

maintain : the plant. In~ its present defueled condition and will' seek to- translerg

Shoreham ' to the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA). Second, given the plant's
,,

:defueled configuration and the low burnup condition of the fuel, no credible accident

L:L1 can occur that would require an offsite emergency response, indeed, LILCO has de-

.termined that, with the fuel in the fuel pool, an Emergency Classification Level above

an " Alert" can be reached only in extremely limited circumstances. _;

In short,it is not credible for an accident to occur that would require an offsite-

emergency response. Thus, application of the full range of the NRC's emergency pre-

V paredness regulations to Shoreham is not necessary to achieve the underlying purpose -

' of those regulations. Further, LILCO's maintenance of LERO at the cost . of i

l
-)

_1/ - The ~ regulation from - which LILCO seeks an exemption,10 C.F.R. S 50.54(q),
< provides, in relevant part, that a

-|

licensee authorized to possess and/or operate a nuclear .
b power reactor shall follow and maintain in effect emergen-

cy plans which meet the standards in S 50.47(b) and the re-
quirementsin Appendix E to this part. j

Section 50.47(b), which is incorporated by reference in S 50.54(q), provides that both
'offsite and onsite emergency plans must meet the standards specified in - . -|

'

subparagraphs (1) through (16) of S 50.47(b). With respect to offsite emergency pre-
paredness, an exemp= tion from S 50.54(q) is necessary because, with the elimination of ;

LERO and the cessation of offsite planning for Shoreham, LILCO will no longer meet
the 16 emergency preparedness standards that are listed in S 50.47(b) and amplified in ;

10 C.F.R. Part 50. Appendix E,1 IV. With respect to onsite preparedness, an exemp- j
tion is necessary t,ecause, given certain changes associated with the implementation '

of the Defueled Emergency Preparedness Plan, LILCO will no longer meet the stan-
'
,

dards specified in 5 50.47(b)(3), (5), and (7). The changes involved in the imple-
' f7 mentation of the Defueled Emergency Preparedness Plan are described on pages 8-11

G below,

i
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[ approximately $7 million annually, and the conduct of related activities such as a

FEMA-graded exercise (preparation for which cost LILCO approximately $5 million in

1988)--- with no resulting benefits to LILCO ratepayers --imposes an undue burden on

them, in such circumstances, the requested exemption is fully justified.

I

II. flackground [

In order for LILCO's exemption request to be properly assessed, the request
_.

must be considered in the context of (1) LILCO's obligations under the Settlement

Agreement with New York State, (2) Shoreham's present defueled condition and the ;'

probability and consequences of an accident given the plant's defueled state and the j
!

low burnup of the- fuel, and (3) LILCO's plans for maintaining an adequate level of ;

-emergency preparedness in light of the probability and consequences of an accident. !

,7

1 | -|J A. Under the Settlement Agreement,
LILCO Will Never Operate Shoreham .j

On April 21, 1989, the NRC issued Facility Operating License No. NPF-82 to ;

LILCO, authorizing full power operation of Shoreham. Prior to the time the NRC is- ]

sued the full power license, LILCO had entered into a Settlement Agreement with ,

a

New York State, pursuant to which the Company agreed not to operate Shoreham, j

The Settlement Agreement required the approval of certain agencies of New York |

State, LILCO's board of directors, and, finally, LILCO's shareholders.
.!

On June 28, 1989, LILCO's shareholders became the last of these groups to ap- )
!

prove the Settlement Agreement, and it became effective and legally binding. Under ;

Ithe Settlement Agreement, LILCO is contractually committed never to operate

Shoreham.2/ Further, under the Settlement Agreement, LILCO will apply to the NRC

1

m
i' ). 2/ Specifically, the Settlement Agreement provides that LILCO "will not operate

~ Shoreham pursuant to any authorization to operate Shoreham that may or has been

(footno:e continuedi )
1
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for permission to transfer Shoreham to LIPA.

On July 14, 1989, LILCO began transferring fuel from the Shoreham reactor to1

the spent fuel pool. Defueling was . completed on August 9.1989. The Company will
w

maintain Shoreham in this defueled condition until it is allowed by the NRC to trans-'
,

' fer the facility to LIPA. In sum, as long as 1.!LCO is the licensee of Shoreham, the

plant cannot and will not be operate'd.
,

^

i
i

B. An Accident Requiring an Offsite Response Is Not Credible ;,

at Shoreham, and the Emergency Classification Level Cannot j
Exceed an Alert Except in Extremely Limited Circumstances 1''

LILCO has performed a Radiological Safety Analysis for Spent Fuel Storage and

Handling (" Safety Analysis"), which assesses the radiological consequences of acci-

dents associated with Shoreham in its present defueled configuration. The Safety J
,, .

( ). . Analysis is Attachment 3 to LILCO's submittal. The Safety Analysis makes clear in a
v.

number of ways that, from the standpoint of the public health and safety, LILCO's ex-.

t |

emption request is appropriate and should be granted.g

IFirst, the Safety Analysis calculates the burnup condition of Shoreham's spent

fuel, revealing that the fuel has a burnup history that is approximately two effective j

days-of full power operation.3/ The Oak Ridge National Laboratory Computer Code
!

. continued from previous page)(4

' granted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission . . . ." The Company has also entered
1into an Amended and Restated Asset Transfer Agreement (Transfer Agreement) with

LIPA concerning-the operation and transfer of Shoreham. Similar to the Settiement i
Agreement, the Transfer Agreement provides that LILCO will not operate Shoreham i

? pursuant to any authorization that may be or has been granted by the NRC. Transfer i

Agreement at 1 5.1. The Transfer Agreement further provides that "[n]otwith-
standing the termination of [the Transfer Agreement]. If the Settlement Effective
Date has occurred . . . the covenants [regarding the non-operation of Shoreham] will
survive and continue to be fully enforceable." IA at 19.1.

V 3/ Specifically, the plant has been operated at power levels not exceeding 5% of <

rated power (128 megawatts thermal) on three separate occasions for a total of L31
days.' See Safety Analysis at III. A-1.
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-ORIGEN2 was used to. calculate the spent fuel's decay heat, or thermal power (in
'

, ,
,

' watts); as a function of time. . The calculated decay heat load as of June 1989 was neg - i
'

'
isligible -- approximately 550 watts. See Safety Analysis at 111.0-1 Because of th s low,

. ?
'

> - ' heat generation rate, LILCO has determined that systems for active cooling in the J

: .lubl pool are not required, that only the most minimal capacity systems are required -f
i
'

; Ior pool makeup to handle evaporation, and that passive cooling in the fuel pool would<

be adequate to preserve fuel cladding integrity.W [

Second, the Safety Analysis indicates'that Shoreham's spent fuel contains only

i limited quantities of radioactive materials that are available for release in the event |

. of an accident. The Safety Analysis calculates that as of June 1989 approximately |
'

l76,000' curies of radioactivity remain in the 560 fuel assemblies and that the total !

'

,,5 ' gaseous activity is primarily Krypton-85, consisting of 1560 curies. Thus, Krypton-85,
t,

V which has a half-life of 10.7 years, is the only isotope in the fuel that exists in signif t-

cant quantities'and is available for release in gaseous form during a postulated acci-
,

a dent.' Other sources of radioactivity outside the plant core are minor. See Safety q

Analysis at III.A-1 and Table III.A-1. r

. Third, the Safety Analysis reviews the spectrum of accidents previously exam-

ined in : Chapter 15 of Shoreham's Updated Safety- Analysis Report (USAR) and,

::

identifies those accidents that apply to the storage and handling of Shoreham's fuel. i

''Of the 'various accidents assessed in the USAR, two were found to be relevant to

I
|

y. . The Safety Analysis indicates that, even in the event of a postulated " worst
case" accident, the maximum evaporation rate from the pool would be less than oney; , . gallon per minute. This translates into a pool level depletion rate of one foot per 11<

'

days. See Safety Analysis at Ill.C-1. Pursuant to Shoreham's Technical Specifications
(NUREG-1357), the water level above the stored fuel is kept at 21 feet or more.

.

- N UREG-1357, S 3.9.9. Thus, under " worst case" conditions and without any pool
CT . makeup, it would take several months for the water level to drop below the top of the
(f stored fuel bundles.

;
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Shoreham in its defueled condition: (1) Fuel Handling Accident (USAR S 15.1.36) and1

12) Liquid Radwaste Tank Rupture (USAR S 15.1.32). In addition, other " worst case,"''.

| enormously conservative ' accident scenarios were examined in which release of the
'

. total gaseous inventory of the fuel was assumed. The Safety Analysis indicates that,

!
,;.
'

even for these ? worst case" accidents (involving large scale mechanical damage to the
!

fuel); the resulting radiological exposure would be f ar below the applicable dose limits |
7,_

y for the Exclusion Area Boundary (EAH) and Low Population Zone (LPZ) boundary set by'

M
10 C.F.R. Part 100. See Safety Analysis at III.E-14.N"

m
These results make it evident that with Shoreham in its defueled state, it is not j

,i

credible for an accident to occur with radiological consequences requiring an offsite-
,

emergency response.S Indeed, LILCO has determined that, with Shoreham defueled, |
d

q
> k'
\# 5/ Specifically, the Safety Analysis indicates that, even with the highly conserva- ,

-tive release quantity postulated by the " worst case" scenarios, the integrated whole |
body and skin doses at the EAB and LBZ boundary are less than .031% of the dose lim- '

. its established by 10 C.F.R. Part 100. See Safety Analysis at I-2. For the Fuel Han-
- dling Accident scenario, the Safety' Analysis calculates that the integrated whole body
and skin doses are less than .00005% of the 10 C.F.R._ Part 100 limits, & With re-
spect to the Radwaste Tank Rupture scenario, the integrated whole body, skin, and
maximum organ (lung) doses are less than .0000004% of the 10 C.F.R. Part 100 limits.
Id As the Radwaste Tank Rupture event involves the inhalation pathway, whole body ;

| a
and organ doses are age group dependent. The " child" is limiting for whole body, and 1
the " teen"is limiting for the maximum organ. 'j

j

s/ Based upon a review of the Shoreham USAR, LILCO has reevaluated the credi-
ble events that 'could cause an offsite radioactive release. These are essentially all ;

= accidents that would result in mechanical damage to the stored fuel. The releases as-
'

sociated with:these accidents were determined to be so low that maintaining emer-
. gency planning at its current level is not warranted. The consequences of extraordi-
naryL events such as fire and sabotage were not quantified, but these events are
mitigated by the fact that LILCO will continue to maintain its physical security plan ,

1 and its . fire protection plan. _C_L 53 Fed. Reg. 36955, 36958 (Sept. 23,1988)(in j

amending emergency planning regulations for fuel loading and low power testing,
LCommission states that "[w]hile the risk from terrorism or sabotage cannot be quan-
tified,it is the Commission's judgment that compliance with ( the NRC's requirements

._

for physical protection plans) will reasonably assure that the risk from terrorism or

Q sabotage at low power is suf ficiently low so as not to undercut the conclusion that low ,

b~ power safety risks to the offsite public are relatively low"). In addition, ad hoe offsite
emergency response measures using state and local resources will be available to fur-
ther mitigate the potential consequences of such extraordinary events. See note L2
DeloW.

|
1 J
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it is possible to exceed the " Alert" Emergtncy Classification Level (ECL) only in ex-p
:

tremely limited circumstances. Speelliestly, LILCO has assessed the Emergency Ac-

tion Levels (EALc) classified in Emergency Preparedness Implementing Procedure

(EPIP) 1-0 in light of Shoreham's prece3t detueled condition and has identified five sit-:

uations where the Alert ECL, as currently written in EPIP 1-0, can still be exceeded:

Site Area Emergency (SAE) No. E and No. 7, SAE No.11, SAE No.14, and General

. Emergency (GE) No. 3. As explained below, however, in nach case, LILCO has deter-

mined that (1) based on the Safety Analysis, there are no radiological consequences as-
'

sociated with such an event that would require an offsite response, or (2) the

initiating conditions for the event are based on such extraordinarily remote or

implausible circumstances that maintenance of offsite emergency preparedness solely

in anticipation of suen incredible circumstances is unjustiffed.2/

First, SAE No. 6 and No. 7, which involve, respectively, the loss of offsite
,

V power and onsite AC power, and all vital onsite DC power for more than 15 minutes,

wouRt have no radiological consequences for Shoreham in its defueled state. As is;

| noted in the Safety Analysis, because of the very low heat generation rate of

Shoreham's fuel and the large thermal capacity of the fuel pool, the loss of normal

!' cooling and makeup systems due to a power failure would result in an extremely slow
L

evaporation of the fuel pool water. Given such a slow evaporation rate, ample time

would exist to restore normal pool makeup sources. See Safety Analysis at IILE-2.

Second, SAE No.11, which is initiated by the "[olbservation of [a] major fire

that reduces the capability of safety systems functions," is similarly insignificant.
|

I/ Upon grant of the requested exemption and permission to implement the
Defueled Emergency Preparedness Plan, LILCO intends to revise EPIP 1-0 by
reclassifying these four events to reflect the greatly lessened risk associated with

1Shoreham's defueled condition.

O .

| 1
| \

~ I

j..

!
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; -While the fuel pool cooling system is classified.as a safety related system, the Safety

$' Analysis: establishes t h .6 . because of the negligible decay heat generated by
c

-Shoreham's fuel, even the complete loss of fuel pool cooling would have no health and

safety consequences offsite.

Finally, SAE No.14;and GE No. 3, which are triggered by a physical attack on
.

the plant involving the imminent or actual occupation of the plant's vital areas, are

incredible events of extremely remote probability, particularly given that LILCO will
'

continue to maintain its physical security and fire protection plans. See note 6 above.

C. LILCO Will Maintain a Level of Emergency
Preparedness that Is Commensurate with the Risks
Associated with Shoreham in its Defueled Condition

Upon grant of the requested exemption, the Company inter.ds to maintain a.
-

,

, .

; ) -level of emergency preparedness that is commensurate with the lessened risks assocl-

ated with a defueled Shoreham. Accordingly, while Shoreham is in a defueled condi-
.

tion, in place of its existing onsite emergency plan. LILCO .will implement the

Delueled Emergency Preparedness Plan (DEPP), which is Attachment 4 to LILCO's

submittal, in conjunction with implementation of the DEPP, LILCO will also disband

LERO and cease all offsite emergency planning and preparedness activities for

Shoreham.

The changes that LILCO proposes to make in emergency preparedness reflect

the fact that, with Shoreham in its present defueled condition, no credible accident

can occur that would require an offsite emergency response. Implementation of the

DEPP will alter emergency preparedness for Shoreham in the ways described below.

First, the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF), located at LILCO's training f a-

cility in llauppauge, New York will be eliminated. The pertinent NRC guidance,
j~\ .

_

() NUREG-0696, " Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities," provides that
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activation of ~the' EOF.is not required until a Site Area Emergency orf hlgher ECL is- j
'' ~

,

. reached.USince, as has been noted, the Alert ECL can be exceeded at Shoreham only. l-
1

Lin extremely limited circumstances that involve no credible radiological risk, no need d
,

exists for the EOF. Under the DEPP, the Response Manager will report to and . carry 4 ~!

|

. out his response functions at LILCO's Corporate information Department (CID) in .'
,

1'

'!Ilcksville, New. York.

.!
' Second,' the Emergency News Center (ENC) ' ill'no longer be located at LILCO's.

w

flauppauge training facility, instead the CID will serve as the ENC for Shoreham!,
-

>

$k The CID currently functions as LILCO's news center for nonradiological emergencies : q

4
(such as severe storms), and this change will consolidate the two centers. - The smaller

CID facility is adequate for.Shoreham, given the reduced number of news media per-
t

c. f~x. , sonnel that would likely have to be accommodated in the event of any incident.
-

;-
,

p ,,

? nvolving the plant in its defueled condition. |o# i
_

4# . ' Third, underothe DEPP, a radiation chemistry technician and health physics
, ,

technician will no longer be maintained on shif t at the plant. - This change is. permit-
'

4
. .

a
.

. .

ted by'Shoreham's Technical Specifications, which do not require LILCO to have a ra-:

dlation chemistry. technician on shif t, and which state that "[a] Health Physics Tech'

,
.

.
. .

nician shall be on site when fuel is in the reactor." NUREG-1357, S 6.2.2.c (emphasis
.

n
added). Under the DEPP, LILCO will also no longer maintain a Shif t Technical Advis- ,4

13

N" or on shif t. This change is also permitted by Shoreham's Technical Specifications. ;_-

S/ NUREG-0696 states that "[a]ctivation of the nearsite EOF is oational for Noti-'

fication of' Unusual Event and Alert Emergency classes, and is required for Site Area :

Emergency and General Emergency classes." NUREG-0696 at 5 (emphasis added). (
. 9/ .Further, LILCO is reducing on shif t control room staff by eliminating one reac-'

,

tor operator, one senior reactor operator, and one auxiliary operator. These changes |
'

O are also permitted under the Technical Specifications with Shoreham in a defueled
d : condition.

'

; i
, ,

,~ .. ,-
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-Fourth, the DEPP assumes that LILCO will not be using its Prompt Notification
. -)

(siren) System.; Since no credible accident can occur at Shoreham that ,would require ;

that the public be notified of the need to take any protective actions, there is no need'

s

'for a siren system. Moreover, with the exception of stren testing (which LILCO an-
>, i

nounces beforehand in local newspapers), LILCO would never sound the strens without
;

'the pbblic information brochure or similar public information materials having first :
'

1
I been distributed. :Such materials tell residents of the Shoreham Emergency Planning t

Zorte.(EPZ) the meaning of the sirens:la, that when they hear the sirens, they should
.

1
turn on their radios and listen to emergency information being broadcast over the ,

- Emergency Broadcast System; Public information materials, however, will not be dis-'
"

;<

tributed by LILCO to_ residents of- the EPZ.N Accordingly, the DEPP takes no ac-

ggs count of the siren system N |
'-

} Finally, th'e Shoreham Nuclear Power Station Local Offsite Radiological Emer-

.gency Response Plan will no _ longer.be maintained, and LERO will be eliminated. As

j . there can be no credible accident at Shoreham resulting in radiological consequences' ,

requiring an'offsite response, offsite emergency preparedness measures are no longer l

needed.' Thus, the DEPP contains no references to LERO or other LILCO-sponsored d
r

,

W _ The Company has previously stated to the NRC that "LILCO is aware of the. "
need to distribute public information regarding actions to be taken by individuals in
the Emergency Planning Zone," and that "LILCO will ~ distribute this information prior
to exceeding 5% of rated thermal power." See Letter from John D.' Leonard, LILCO

h Vice President-Nuclear Operations, to Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Apr. 14, 1989)
- (S N R C-1586). Since Shoreham will remain in its defueled condition for as long as
LILCO owns the plant, the Company will not be distributing public information mate-

!

t! rials,

& _C_L 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(d)(1989); 53 Fed. Reg. 36955, 36957-58 (Sept. 23,1988) (in j
amending emergency planning regulations for fuel loading and low power testing to'

~ eliminate, inter alla, the requirement that there be an offsite prompt notification sys-
i G tem, Commission states that "given the relatively low risk to the public f rom _lew
%l power operation a requirement for prompt notification of the public is f ar in excess

of what is reasonably needed").

. . .
,i
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j~ offsite emerger cy planning or response etforts.$ f
t ;

f,
'

L (11. Shoreham's Non-operational Statuu Providos
a Suf fleient Hasis for Granting 1he Exemption ;

.

'!The legal standard for obtaining an exemption trom speci!!c NRC regulations is

; provided by 10 C.F.R. 4 50,12. The rule uses a two+tler test to determine 11 a 11001s- |
!

ee's request for an ~ exemption should be granted. 'The first tier of the regulation con- [
'

!sists of three separate considerations a% opecifies that the NRC may grant exemp-

tions that are
,

(a]uthorized by law, will not present an undue risk to the
public health and safety, and are consistent with the com- :

mon def ense and security. {

< 10 C.F.R. S 50.12(a)(1). ,

The second tier of the regulation provides that an exemption rcqacst will not '

g

be considered unless one or more of six "special circumstances" are. present. 10 !

'C.F.R. S 50.12(a)(2)(1)-(vi). Speelfically. "special circumstances" are present whenever

. (1) Applicaden of the reguladon in the particular circum-
.

stances conflicts with other rules or requirements of the
Commission; or '-

(11) Application of the regulation in the particular circum -
stances would not serve the underlying purpose of the rule

,

or !!, not necessary to achieve the underlying purpose of
the ruk.: or

~

-(111)1 Compliance would result-in undue hardship or othei- ,

costs that are significantly in excess of those contemplated, ,

v* hen the regulation was adopted, or that are significantly
in excess of those incurred by others similarly situated; or

-

.

11 / Pending further licensing action, LILCO will continue to maintain its contrac-
tural cortanitments with the Wading River Fire Department and Central Suffolk Hos-

L :pital to support certain onsite emergency response efforts. In addition, under the
DEPP, LILCO will continue to notify Suffolk County and the State of New York of the

!declaration of an Unusual Event or an Alert. The DEPP assumes that should the Coun-
? f7 ty and State wish to' notify the public of the incident or take any other actions, they

' will undertake such a response in an ad hoc fashion, consistent with their obligations. (>
. under New "ork State Executive Law Article 2-B. N.Y. Executive Law % 20 29-d -

WeKinney 1989).
i

$
; j
'<

.

-
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(iv) The exemption would result in benefit. to the public
health and safety that compensates for any decrease in
safety that may result f rom the grant of the ev.emption; or*

,

1<

-(v) The exemption would provide only temporary relief
from the applicable regulation and the licensee or appil--
cant has made good f aith ciforts to comply with the regu-: 1 u

la tion; or-'

!

L (vi) There is present any other materici circumstance not
b considered when the regulation was adopted for which it
y would be in the public interest to grant an exemption. . . .

y At the threshold, it is evident that LILCO's exemption request satistics two of

| the three considerations that make up the initial tier of the S 50.12 standard. First.

the action being reque'sted is clearly authorized by law UI Second, granting LlLCO's

' exemption request will have no impact on the " common defense and security" of theg

f United States.14

! Q,n .. As a consequence, in determining whether the requested exemption should be
,,

- granted, the NRC must consider (1) whether there would be any undue risk to the pub-

lic health and safety, and (2) whether special circumstances exist to justify the ex-

emption. - As shown below, LILCO's exempt:on request satisfies each of these requiro-

' ments.

L

!

!:
e

: 13/ LThe NRC has granted exemptions from its emergency preparedness require-
ments in the past. Seg, eg, Carolina Power & Lig.ht Co, (Shearon Harris Nuclear
Power Plant), CLI-86-24, 24 NRC 769 (1986); s_e_Le also 51 Fed. Reg. 41035-36 (Nov.12,

_

1986)(granting Cleveland Electric illuminating Company an exemp. ion from the axer-
.

clse requirement of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant,
' Unit .1).

14/ ' The Commission has determined that the phrase " common defense and securi-
ty " as used in 10 C.F.R. S 50.12(a), refers principally to "the safeguarding of special
nuc! car. materialt the absence of foreign control over the app!! cant; the protection of

, _.

)- Restricted Data; and the availability of special nuclear material lor defense needs."/

a x> See Florida Power & Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Station, Units 3 and !
~

' 4), 4 A EC 9,12 (1967).>

4
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A. Granting the Exemption Will Not Present Any
:i - Unduelisk to theJ3ablic 11ealth and Safety

-

Granting LILCO an exemption f rom the emergency preparedness requirements

I of 5 50.54(q) will not present any undue risk to the public health and safety. As the

Salcty Analysis reveals, with the reactor defueled and the low burnup luel stored in'

j

the spent f uel poo!, there can be no credible accident at Shoreliam resulting in any ra-

diological consequences that would require an offsite emergency response, it follows
t:

from this that the climination of LERO and the implementation of the DEpP will not

diminish the level of protection provided to the public.

The NRC has recognized that there is a relationship between the level of
,

l offsite emergency preparedness that must be maintained for a given facility and the

power level at which that f acility operates. For instance, in proposing to amend its
g
() emergency planning regulations to prov|de that the NRC need not make any findings

on the adequacy of of fsite emergency preparedness before authorizing low power (5%)

testing, the Commission stated that it was

[ apparent 'to the Commission that the emergency prepared-
I ness requirements for a low power licenso need not be asf
L extensive as those requirements for a full power operating
!' license. . . . The Commission's position is that several f ac-

tors contribute to a substantial reduction in risk and poten-
I tial accident. consequences for low power testing as com-

pared to the higher risks in continuous full power
operation.

: 40 red. Reg. 61132 (Dec.15,1981). The Commission described these "several f actors"

as follows:
V

First, the fission product inventory generated during low
power testing is much less than during f ull power operation
due to the lower level of reactor activity and short period
of operation. Second, at low power, there is a reduction in
the required capacity of systems designated to mitigate the-

consequences of an abnormal occurrence under full power
,s

operation. Third, the time scale for taking actions to iden-- /
\

d' tify accident causes and mitigate accident consequences is
much longer than at full power. This means the operators
should have suf ficient time to prevent a release from
occurring.E

!

-
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As has been shown, the Safety Analysis indicates that all three ofI_d, at 61132-33.dr

f these f actors apply to Shoreham in its def ueled statc.

The same reasoning that led the NitC to make a generic determination that.

findings on o!! site emergency preparedness are not required prior to authorization of'

5% power operation should now ! cad the NitC to grant LILCO's request that the Com-

K pany.be allowed to end offsite planning for a detueled Shoreham. Indeed, the power

f level at which a plant operates is an appropriate consideration not only for a generic
r

P rulemaking on emergency preparedness requirements, but also for determining wheth-

er the "no undue risk" standard of S 50.12 has been satisfied.

For instance, the Commission addressed the relationship between the "no undue

risk" standard and power level in the Supplementary Information accompanying the

promulgation of the exemption rule in its current form. Reviewing public comments
'

' - ' - on'the proposed rule changes, the Commission stated that

[t)wo industry commenters . . . requested that the Supple-
mentary Information to the final rule reiterate that the "no
undue risk" standard includes the consideration of compen-

1satory measures, length of time of the exemption, and the
i power level involved, As the Commission noted in the Sup-

piementary Information to the proposed rule, it is antici-
pated that the staff review of the safety significance of

,
' the requested exemption will take into account the noe of

plant operation contemplated (fuel loadinc. Iow power
testine, power asce_nsion, or full power o.peration). - the
length of time that the exemption would be in effect, the -
existence of compensatory measures, and other safety fac-
tors. 3

50 Fed. Reg. 50768 (Dec.12,1985) (emphasis added). At Shoreham, of course, plant

' operation is neither contemplated nor contractually permitted under the Settlement

Agreement. Thus, in assessing whether LILCO's exemption request will present an ,

undue risk, the NRC should take into account the fact that LILCO will not operate

L'
|
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' Shoreham,- notwithstanding the full power authorization.E

In sum, the Safety Analysis reveals that, given the plant's defueled condition

j- and the low burnup of the f uel, there can be no credible accident at Shoreham
o

reguli'ing an offsite emergency response. Thus, " simple logic and common sense," 20'

NRC at 1440,-indicate that LILCO should be granted an exemption f rom the olisite

emergency preparedness requirements of S 50.54(q).

p II. Special Circumstances Exist That Further
Support _l.ILCO's Exemptionjequest

,

At.least two of the "special circumstances" listed under S 50.12(a)(2) apply to

Shoreham's situation. They are addressed below.'

:

L (1) Application of the Regulationin the Particular Circumstances
,e] - Would Not Serve the Underlying Purpose of the Rule

and is Not Necessary to Achieve its Underlying Purpose(Ji

Section 50.12(a)(2)(li) applies to Shoreham's situation. Indisputably, the NRC's
e

emergency preparedness regulations exist to ensure that the public health and safety

will be adequately protected in the event of a radiological accident, For instance,

when the Commission first proposed adding paragraph (q) to S 50.54, it stated that its
<

L' interest in emergency planning is focused primarily on sit-
L uations that may cause radiological risks affecting the

health and safety of workers or the public or that may

-M/ Analogously, in a decision involving LILCO's aquest for a license authorizing it
to engage in fuel loading and low power testing pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 50.57(c), the
Commission noted thatc

(elach regulation must be examined to determine its ap-
plication and effect for fuel loading and for each phase of
low-power operation. Simple logic and common sense indi-
cate that some regulations should, by their own terms,
have no application to fuel loading or some phases of low-
power operation.

O' Lonc Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station Unit 1), CLI-84-21, 20
NRC 1437,1440 (1984).
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| result in damage to property. . . . Emergency plans should
h be directed toward mitigating the consequences of '
L emergencies and should provide reasonable assurance that
iat'' appropriate measures can and will be taken to protect

health and safety and prevent damage to property in the
event of an emergency.

;

44 Fed. Reg. 54308 (Sept.19,1979).

( At Shoreham, by contrast, no credible accident can occur that could jeopardize
p

the public health and safety. Thus, requiring LILCO to continue to meet the f ull range
:

[ of . the NRC's emergency preparedness requirements is not necessary in order to
,

k
'. achieve the underlying purpose of the regulation. With tne level of emergency pre-

paredness provided by the DEPP, LILCO will be fully capable of responding adequately

[ to the spectrum of credible accidents that could occur at a defueled Shoreham,

in effect, the level of emergency preparedness that LILCO will maintain under
o

' () the DEPP provides LILCO with an alternative means of satisfying the underlying pur-

pose of the NRC's emergency preparedness regulations. Alternative means of compil-
,

ance with NRC regulations are recognized under S 50.12(a)(2)(li). In the Supplementa-

ry Information accompanying the promulgation of S 50.12 in its current form, the
.

,

Commission stated that " alternative means of compliance may be considered in

evaluating the special circumstances factors in S 50.12(a)(2)(ll) of the final rule." 50

- Fed.- Reg, 50771 (Dec.12,1985). In this regard, the Commission went on to note that

the

detailed requirements of each safety regulation in 10 CFR
Part 50 reflect a rulemaking judgment that satisfaction of
those detailed requirements is the only way to achieve the"

specific purpose of the regulation without imposing unnec-
essary hardship or creating unforeseen confilets. However,
in any particular case this could prove to be incorrect, and
the exemption process would permit licensees or applicants
to offer alternative ways of achieving the purpose of the
regulation without other undesirable effects.r . . .n

Id.. ( :

|
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liere, the " undesirable effect" that LILCO seeks to avoid through its exemption j

request is the wasteful expenditure of several millions of dollars annually for the

maintenance of a level of emergency preparedness at Shoreham that radically execeds i

!

If the ris|t hvolved, given the plant's detueled status, the low burnup condition of the - _j
;;

;luel, and the contractual bar to LILCO's over operating thc plant. Since LILCO has |

- demonstrated, through its' Safety Analysis, that the level of emergency preparedness |
~

|under the DEPP will provide an entirely adequate alternative means of protecting the
i

h pilblic 'hcalth and safety, LILCO satisfies the S 50.12(a)(2)(ii) "special circumstance" j
i

standard; -;,
g

:

O
. {

L (2) Compliance Would Result in Undue Hardship or Other Costs that
h"' Are Significantly in Excess of Those Contemplated When the ;

Regulation Was Adopted and that Are Significantly in Excess of t

Those Incurred by Others Similarly Situated ;
'

v^ ):1"
| Section 50.12(a)(2)(lli) also applies to Shoreham's situation. LILCO spends ap- ;

i

' proximately $7 million annually to maintain its current level of emergency prepared- (
,

!

ness. Such an expenditure imposes an undue hardship on LILCO and its ratepayers, ;

since, again, there is no health or safety need to maintain emergency preparedness for
.:

;
t

4 Shorcham at such a high level.
e .

[
To repeat, as long as LILCO holds Shoreham's license, LILCO is contractually j

t

prohibited from operating the plant and the plant will not be taken out of its present

i; defueled mode. Yet, due to the effect of S 50.54(q) and certain conditions in ')
i
fShoreham's !! cense, the LERO organization continues to be maintained and trained for

a mLssion that it will never carry out, in response to an accident that cannot credibly j~*

. occur. j

To take a concrete examp10, under condition C.(13) to its license, LILCO is re-

TD quired to train regularly LERO workers and conduct drills on a qvarterly basis. More-
Q

over, in the absence of an exemption, LILCO will be required, pursuant to 10 C.F.R.'

'|9
1
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i Part 50,' Appendix E,1 fV.F to conduet a FEMA graded exercise of its of fsite emer-

gency plan by the end of 1990. Holding another Shoreham excroise next year would be
g

'a mindlessly wasteful expenditure of time and money, not only for LILCO, but for the

f edera1 government /I ' Yet,' absent an exemption, the process of planning for the'
~

u
next exercise must'soon get underway. This f act, by itself, dramatically illustrates

,

that the S 50.12(a)(2)(lli)" undue hardship" test has been met in this circumstance.,

IV. Conclusio_n
>

L,
'

For .the foregoing reasons, LILCO respectfully requests that, pursuant to 10
m

C.F.R. S 50.12, the NRC grant the Company an exemption from the emergency pre-

y paredness requirements of 10 C.F.R. S 50.54(q) until such time as the NRC approves

the transfer of Shoreham to the Long Island Power Authority.
,-

V, y
Res cetfully submitted,

i

Ayry)][-.W, M / /6

L1_ Victer'A'. t@'eri
General C@nsel; "

Long Island Lighting Company

Of Counsel:.

Hunton & Williams-
707 East Main Street

: P.O. Box 1535
.'

Richmond, Virginia 23212

. D ATED: December 15,1989

k /i[ji LG/ LILCO spent approximately $5 million in preparing for and conducting the last
|- Shorenam exercise on June 7-9. 1988. The NRC and FEMA also had similarly large ex-

' penditures.'
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